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The Jew On The Line To The Gas  Chamber 
                                                                        2020 Joel Goodman 

 

There are a few thoughts and quotes that have stayed with me over my 75 years; 

each originating someplace different, but each having their ultimate effect on my 

perspective of the world.  

 

As a Jew I have always wondered why so many Jews waited so long to try to 

leave Germany and why so few truly resisted - even at the very end - the end 

being lined up in front of a ditch facing a machine gun mounted on the back of a 

truck or on a train platform waiting to be huddled into a cattle car for deportation 

to a death camp. 

 

It seemed that broken windows and Jewish stars being painted on Jewish 

businesses or being forced to wear a yellow star, wasn't enough. There were 

many different colored cloth badges, each as an identifier of some group the 

NAZI's wanted to alienate. 

 

For many Jews it came down to being in a line in a concentration camp, waiting 

to be gassed. 

 

My thought has always been, did the Jew waiting on line think to himself or 

herself "That someone will stop this before it is too late?" 
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I now wonder what my fellow Americans are thinking as radical America hating 

mobs are taking to the streets, beating on people and burning down 

neighborhoods. Are we thinking that "Somebody will stop this before it's too late." 

 

In realty, there is only Donald Trump standing in the way of the Globalist terror 

that has been brought to the US by the very people that brought it to other 

countries for many years. Yes,  this time it is America that the bad actors in CIA, 

and the Department of State and their hired on NGO's have in their sights.  

 

I remember reading in one of Noam Chomsky's books on Central America the 

phrase that went something like this: "What makes you think that what the US 

Government has done to foreign populations it won't do to the domestic 

population.?" 

 

It was the phrase "Domestic Population" that stood out for me. I suddenly saw 

the world from a different perspective. I realized that for some people in power 

the American population was just another population, that could and might 

someday be a target in their plan. That time is at hand. It has become obvious 

that the riots and the attacks on American culture, the American way of life and 

the attacks on our President are orchestrated. They are orchestrated in much the 

same way that government overthrows have been orchestrated since the Dulles 

brothers overthrew Mohammad Mosaddegh in 1953. 

 

Back then it was the CIA, DoS and some hired on private actors that were 

involved. And right through the Colour Revolutions that were orchestrated after 

the breakup of the Soviet Union, into the Arab Spring and the Ukraine 2014 

Maidan Revolution, it was still the CIA, DoS and well funded NGO"s that have 

run the coups. 
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Well, the coup being run here is orchestrated much in the same way as the 

coups that our Deep State players have orchestrated overseas. Many of the  

same tactics are being used. In fact, many of the same NGO's are involved. We 

only hear about Soros and his Open Society Funded organizations, but there are 

more, many more. They are all Globalists, what years before may have been 

portrayed  in a Hollywood  movie as an international cartel trying to control the 

world. The Globalists do run the world - well - almost. 

 

There are  those who are resisting the Globalist cabal, those like Donald Trump, 

and those in Trump's America, and they are listed for elimination. Regardless of 

how we see the world, and how much we hold up the marvelous US Constitution, 

we are too much like Neville Chamberlain at Munich waving the Peace Accords, 

taking the threat too lightly and believing that words can solve the problem. 

However much we might revere the 'Greatest Generation' that marched out from 

the farms and bakeries and factories and colleges to fight Fascism, that was 

more than 80 years ago, and there is no guarantee that today's America will just 

as boldly march out to meet the current threat. 

 

Americans have become spoiled by the ease with which we have maintained our 

way of life. We have become smug about our being the greatest nation on Earth.  

We have become smug about our Liberty. Just because we are free today, does 

not mean that we will be free tomorrow. 

 

Whether it is Pastor Martin Neimoller lamenting that because he waited until 

"they" came for him that it was too late, or Patrick Henry asking why his 

compatriots sat idle while the fighting was already under way, the lessons from 

history are all around us; and history has not ended. The American Civil War was 

well under way in places like Bleeding Kansa well before the Confederacy fired 

on Fort Sumpter. 
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The Federal government has been attacked, cities have been attacked, and now 

citizens have been attacked by an inflated response to a virus, a response unlike 

any we have ever seen. An overly aggressive response that has practically 

destroyed our economy.  I have taken off my face mask. The curve has been 

flattened. Anything beyond is asking me to subvert my being to the whims of 

government in the name of a false cry for public safety.  

 

The question is not when will someone stop this madness before it gets to me? 

The question is when will you and I stop the madness? 

 

The gale is already here, and the time for words without resultant organization 

and action has ended. As of today I am actively seeking those like minded 

citizens who are willing  to stand in the streets and oppose those who would 

harm my America.  


